INFORMATION SOCIETY: E-GOVERNMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

Electronic service delivery is a key priority for
countries seeking to boost their economies
by streamlining government. South Africa
has achieved more than most in this area, as
Pamela Whitby found out from Hassen Ebrahim

E-government
in practice
he South African
government has faced
many challenges in its
ten year transition to democracy. Implementing e-government has been one of them.
They've invested a great deal
and achieved some successes,
but like countries with far
greater resources they've
encountered many problems along the way. Pamela
Whitby spoke to Hassen
Ebrahim, Deputy Director
General of South Africa's
Department of Justice &
Constitutional Development
to find out how it has fared
in transforming its paper
based justice system into an
electronic machine. In spite
of some of the 'horror stories'
Ebrahim remains 'incredibly
positive' about the future:
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1M: The seeds for an integrated justice system were
sowed ten years ago. Where
have you got to?
On of the major areas we have
att nd d to is providing ba ic
infra tructure. Lnthe UK what
they agreed to i an infrastruc28
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1M: What

did this set you
back?
In total more than R450 million
(around £36 m). We have now
gone beyond that and recently
we have had discussions
with our Minister, Bridgitte
Mablanda, askiJlg for funding
for 38 more sites and abou t 800
more users with a budget of
about R 60 million. Basically.
what we want to do is extend
the infrastructural footprint.
Because we spent sud, a lot of
money on it I brought KPMG
in to do an audit on whether
the project wa succe sful and
val ue for money. (See cha rt
below)They said we'd spent
our money well.
Another interesting development is that for the first
time we a goven1Jnent have
entered into a major agreement with Telkom to provide
us with secure VPN (virtual
private network)
facilitie
which would then be possible
for us to ensure proper dial up
and remote access. So we aTe
also looking at wirele sand
the impact that wi]J have on
justice.
1M: You are not going to wait

for the second network operator (SNO)?
No. I think right now we have
a fairly decent deal from TeJ-

korn and the S 0 will have to
establish an infrastructure and
so on so i.twill take some time
before it can provi.de the art
of service we are looking for.
It also gives us an opportunity
to ensu.re that Telkom remain
competitive and is kept honest! The VP is now being
installed.
1M: Wha t about th e court
process project?
Well (laugh ), I got a pleasant sort of reprimand rather
than a nasty reprimand in a
Carte Blanche expose (TV Cllirent affairs programme) on
our sy tern which we piloted
in Durban. The objective was
to put all documents online
in order to monitor a prisoner from the time he enters
prison until he move into correctional services. Biometric
technology is involved as well
where we scan the print of the
prisoner. We have a system
called inmate tTacking which
means that pri oners are given
electronic band when they go
to court - that way we know
their movements at all time .
This court process pilot started
in 2001 and has worked incredibly well in terms of improving
COllitmanagement but the big
issue hanging over it, which
Carte Blw1Ch pointed up, was

0%

whether we were going to roll
it out. AJ,d basically we didn't
have the money.
Of course we need to roll it
out but before we do so we need
to re-architect a olution. Since
we developed the fir t solution
prices have come down and we
could now do it mud, cheaper.
Given that finance are so tight
it would be enseless to roll it
out in its expensive form even
if it i working. That is what is
on the cards now. What we are
beginning to learn is that we
need to take better advantage
of the new forms of tedmology brought about by ervice
orientated architecture. We've
grown a little wi er in terms of
how you take COillts prod ucts
and customise to make it of
value. What we have found is
that we end up so heavily customis.ing a courts product that
it stops being a courts product and starts being a bespoke
solutiun.
1M: How do you measure up

against other countries?
Well if you were to mea ure
us again t different countries
namely the etherlands, the
UK and the America ,you will
ee we haven't done too badly.
In the etherlands they had a
similar system to what we call
the comt proces project. That
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How useful do you find your computer in performing your everyday job? Source: KPMG user survey
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failed and they had to report
to Parliament to say why the
solution didn't work. They did
this on a much smaller scale
than u but at about 10 times
the cost. In the UK they had a
solution which ended up going
through the public accounts
committee as well and they've
also spent a lot of money; about
£85 million. That didn't work
very well and they are now
busy revamping it.
The FBIafter 9/11 developed
a solution called Trilogy. Lots
of money was thrown at it - in
excess of $400 million - that
had to be caroled! In Canada
they had a public private partnership with IBMusing a silniJar solution. That has also been
canned. We are doing exactly
the same thing and while we
reali e our solution needs to be
re-architected for the purposes
of roll out, we have proved
our business case better than
alI three countries. So if we
are benchmarking ourselves
against the international world
- and developed cOlmtries too
which have bigger budgets then we have done very well.

Idon't think
South AfrIca
Is unique.

1bere is
hardly a court
in Iheworld
that is not
overtoaded.
Show me one

country in the
wood without
pressure on
prisons.
30

1M:But your success has been
with a pilot project?
Yes.But what we have proved
in the pilot though is a business case for the solution and
a need for architectil'lg it better. We only learnt the lesson
because of timing. So those are
the highlights.
1M:Tell me about some of the
horror stories?
I suppose our challenges have
been mostly people related. All
the text books will teach you
that change management and
communication is very important. Each time you learn a lesson it relates to change management and commwucation. The
softer issues are as important

and sometimes more important that the harder issues of
technology. We learn that over
and over again and we could
do better.

we have to spend
more money just
to save money
and that is a
major battle
1M:To what extent is training
a key part of the process?
Welt we established training
cen tres in each of the courts
and we asked them to set it
up so tlus could be used for
other purposes as well. We've
spent an enormous amowlt of
money on training.
Ha it been successful? I suppose you can measure it by
mail traffic which has started
exploding. You still hear the
horror stories of people switchillg the computer on once in
a while, to delete all the mail
and switch it off again. Yesyou
have those situations where
people aren't using their desktops properly. A major issue
we need to attend to is layer
applications. Our theme now
is deploy and deliver.
Another question that needs
to be measured is to what
extent these systems are delivering real, tangible measurable
value when it comes to case
backlogs and speed of court
processes. We can get very
excited about technology but
at the end of the day this is all
that matters. We need to be
able to reduce backlogs, overcrowding in prisons, the cost
of the trial and so on. What we
really need is to make justice
services simpler better faster
and cheaper.
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1M: How long do you think it
is going to take to realise this
vision?
I have had this debate with my
colleagues in the Integrated
Justice System and in the last
ten years of democracy we
have been talking about case
backlogs and prisoner overcrowding and so on. And we
have come up with clever strategies but after ten years what
can we say we have concretely
done to improve things?
Youfind that the answers are
the same in many countries of
the world and to some extent
this is a holy grail but I don't
thilLk South Africa is wLique.
There is hardly a court in the
world that is not overloaded.
Show me one court in the world
that isn't bogged down. Show
me one cowltry in the world
without pressure on prisons.
Show me one court that is not
tryillg to improve efficiency in
case management.
Singapore is an anomaly: it
has a wealthy population of
about 3M, a low crime rate and
plenty of resources. This is one
exception and circumstances
are really very different.
1M: Are you still positive about
the future?
Incredibly. Finance is probably
one of the major challenges
and will always be. We have
a legacy and we have to maintain.the bloody tlLingas well. A
lot of money is spent maintaining a solution. And so we have
to spend more money just to
save money and that is a major
battle. The more infrastructure
you put ill the costlier maintenance and support get. But I've
spent my life in the struggle
(laughs). First against apartheid and now in transforming
justice processes. The
struggle continues but.
in a different way.
www.iicom.or

Thousands to
Millions
The New Diversity in
Broadcasting and
Telecommunications
The 36th International Institute of
Communications' Annual
Conference

Keynote speakers include:
Francesco Caio
Chief Executive Officer
Cable & Wireless pic
Lord Currie of Marylebone
Chairman
Ofcom - Office of Communications,

UK

In association with Chatham House

Charles Dalfen
Chairman
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications
Commission

Monday 10 - Tuesday 11 October 2005

Peter Erskine
Chief Executive Officer
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This conference will examine the drive towards
convergence in telecommunications and broadcasting,
explore the emerging 'thousands to millions' world and
assess the impact on business and the consumer. Topics
for debate will include:

Alun Michael MPMinister of State for Industry and the Regions
Department of Trade and Industry, UK

~

How can business strategies balance the
possibilities opened up by new technologies against
funding uncertainties and the economic cycle?

Jane Root
Executive Vice-President and General
Manager
Discovery Channel, USA

~

What will a multiplicity of channels and media mean
for the provision of public service content? Will there
still be a role for public interest broadcasting and, if
so, how can its future be assured?

~

In an increasingly diverse and fast changing
communications environment, how can regulators
effectively protect the public and consumer interest?

Arne Wessberg
President
European Broadcasting Union, Member,
Board of Directors, Nokia;
incoming President, International Institute
of Communications

~

~

What will bring about commercial acceleration?
Which business models offer the best chances of
success?
In the new converged world will the traditional big
players be forced to give ground to a new breed of
agile, small-scale entrepreneurs?

For further information please email
dribeiro@chathamhouse.org.uk
or visit the event
website www.iicom.org/Conference
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